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AMES DTMs. Left: NAC_DTM_M183267815_M183274963. Center: 
NAC_DTM_M1114121068_M1114135273. Right: NAC_DTM_M1098658474_M1098672765. 

 

ASU DTMs. Left: NAC_DTM_TRNQUILRDGE. Center: NAC_DTM  
HYGINUS. Right: NAC_DTM_POSIDONIUS. 



DTM Production Background 

NAC stereo 
observations 

combined with 
LOLA profiles, 

DTMs are 
representations of 
the topographic 

surface

AMES 

Suite of open source 
automated geodesy and 
stereogrammetry tools 

designed for processing 
stereo imagery into 

cartographic products 
(Moratto, et al. 2010) 

ASU DTMs 

Processed using a 
combination of SOCET 
SET from BAE Systems, 
Matlab, and USGS ISIS 
(Henriksen et al. 2017)

AMES DTM 
NAC_DTM_M1098658474_

M1098672765  
ASU LROC DTM  

NAC_DTM_POSIDONIUS 
Stereo pairs: 

M1098658474,M1098672765   

 

Both sets of DTMs are derived from LROC Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) stereo 
observations calibrated to I/F using USGS ISIS (Henriksen et al. 2017 & Moratto, et al. 2014) 

NAC stereo observations M1098658474 and 
M1098672765 left and right pairs  

ASU & AMES 
DTMs use Lunar 

Orbiter Laser 
Altimeter 

(LOLA) profiles 
as ground 

control points 
(Henriksen, et al. 
2017 & Moratto, 

et al. 2014)



Comparison Overview 

Every DTM from AMES & ASU was qualitatively ranked based on 
the presence of artifacts, noise, and holes 

Highest quality matching AMES & ASU DTMs were compared for 
quantitative analysis 

DTMs were compared in terms of pixel-pixel horizontal offsets and 
offsets relative to LOLA profiles (PDS-released v1.04 RDRs) 



Qualitative Ranking System  

Rank Artifacts/Noise Missing Data 

5 Negligible to none  None 

4 Localized to one area of 
DTM 

Holes < 1 % of DTM 

3 Pervasive/present 
throughout DTM but 
minimal; edges are 
missing 

Holes 1% - 5% of 
DTM 

2 Pervasive/present 
throughout DTM and 
easily visible; edges are 
missing 

Numerous holes 5% 
- 15% of DTM  

1 Pervasive/present 
throughout DTM and 
severe; edges are missing  

Numerous holes 15% 
- 50% of DTM  

0  Negligible - severe 
artifacts not associated 
with input images  

Holes not associated 
with input images 

Table 1. Ranking system developed to assess the quality of the DTM 
products  

AMES NAC_DTM_M1114121068_M1114135273 with a rank 
of 3.  Notice localized noise, artifacts, and holes on slopes.   

ASU NAC_DTM_HYGINUS with a rank of 5.  

Top: Noise and artifacts on slopes of 
rille. Bottom: Holes on slopes of rille 
and artifact in crater 

No noise, artifacts, or holes are 
present. 



Example DTMs and Qualitative Rankings 

ASU
NAC_DTM_SOSIGENES01 

Rank 4 
AMES

NAC_DTM_M183267815
_M183274963

Rank 5
 

ASU 
NAC_DTM_TRNQUILRDGE

Rank 5

AMES
NAC_DTM_M1129354261

_M1129368483 
Rank 0

“Random” holes not associated with 
input NAC images

Holes associated with a rank 3

Hole 



Qualitative Statistics 

Average ASU DTM qualitative rank: 4.2
Average AMES DTM qualitative rank: 2.3
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Quantitative Study – Background  

•  65 AMES & ASU DTMs were made from the same sets 

of stereo observations  

•  This dataset was further culled to 43 to include only 

ASU DTMs made after July 2013, when new 

processing methods were implemented resulting in 

more accurate DTMs (representative of current data 

products) 

 

 

22 

11 

10 

ASU DTMs compared in quantitative 
analysis: Production Dates 

2013-2014 

2015 

2016-2017 

•  AMES & ASU teams recommend DTMs be made at a ground sampling distance at least 3x the input NACs 

(Henriksen, et al. 2017 and Moratto, et al. 2014).   

•  AMES DTMs sampled at ~1 m/pixel (input NACs are 0.5 – 1.5 m/pixel) 

•  AMES DTMs were down-sampled in order to match the pixel scales of the corresponding ASU DTMs (2, 3, 5 

m/pixel) 

All AMES DTMs created in 2014 

N=43



Quantitative Study Methodology  

Co-registration horizontal comparison 
•  Pixel-pixel comparisons by forcing one DTM to cartographically match the other 
•  Maximum correlation algorithm, 20x20 pixel pattern chip, 70x70 pixel search chip, and tolerance 0.92 

•  Average offset magnitudes were recorded  

 
LOLA Comparison  
•  Compared DTMs to LOLA profiles  
•  Both ASU and AMES developed tools unique to each DTM production process  
•  AMES and ASU DTMs were ran through both tools and offsets were recorded and compared 
•  RegisterLOLA tool: LROC SOC developed automated tool using the Optimization toolbox within Matlab 

(Henriksen, et al. 2017) 
•  pc_align tool: AMES developed utility that uses the iterative closest point algorithm (ICP) to align two 

point clouds 

•  LOLA plots from both tools were examined and compared 

 

 

 
 
 



Translation Rotation Scaling Combination 

Co-registration

Horizontal offset patterns between the AMES/ASU DTMs suggest a mix of 
translational, rotational, and scaling effects 



N 

Scaling (Contraction)

Co-registration Results

Average horizontal offset magnitude 
between AMES and ASU DTMs is 

19.5 m 

Scaling (Contraction)

NAC_DTM_GAUSSW 
M1100687605_M1100701900



LOLA Comparison Tools 

pc_align RegisterLOLA

 
•  Translation vector outputs average distance 

between DTM point and LOLA point

•  Average offsets, and average latitude, longitude, 
and elevation offsets, recorded as North-East-
Down coordinates (meters)

•  Example pc_align input: 
pc_align --max-displacement 50 --datum D_MOON  --
csv-format ‘1:lon 2:lat 3: radius_km’ -o output 
NAC_DTM_ISISOSIRIS.tif LOLA.csv

 
•  Aligns altimeter profiles from LOLA to DTM
 
•   Outputs average offsets (m), and RMS offsets for 

latitude, longitude, and elevation (m)

•  Average offset (m) is the average of the differences 
in elevation at each latitude/longitude point 

 
 
 
 



LOLA Comparison Results  

Average Offsets (m) Longitude Offsets (m) Latitude Offsets (m) Elevation offsets (m)

Reg. LOLA pc_align Reg. LOLA pc_align Reg. LOLA pc_align Reg. LOLA pc_align

ASU 2 7 4 5 5 4 0.6 0.7

AMES 7 8 4 3 7 6 1.9 1.7

Offsets between LOLA and ASU or AMES DTMs, as generated by RegisterLOLA (Reg. LOLA) and pc_align. Average offset from RegisterLOLA is the average of 
the differences in elevation at each latitude and longitude point (Henriksen, et al. 2017), while average offset from pc_align is an average of the distances between 
LOLA point the LOLA point and the closest DTM point (Intelligent Robotics Group, (2017), The Ames Stereo Pipeline, v. 2.5.3). Latitude, longitude, and elevation offsets 
are RMS for RegisterLOLA and average offsets for pc_align. 

Overall, ASU & AMES DTMs have comparable offsets relative to LOLA, with a few 
exceptions.  

Average error is expected to be less than DTM’s GSD (Henriksen, et al. 2017)

Latitude, longitude, and elevation offsets are evaluated based on LOLA profile accuracies (< 10 m horizontally and < 1 m 
vertically are ideal) (Smith, D.E., et al. 2017). 



RegisterLOLA Error Plots   

RMS elevation offsets for images M1128672317/M1128679429 (DTM site BOLYAI). Note 
the ~15 m tilt of the data in the N/S direction in the AMES DTM. 

RMS elevation offsets for images M1098658474/M1098672765 (DTM site POSIDONIUS). 
Note the 60 m tilt of the data in the N/S direction on the AMES DTM.  

AMES ASU AMES ASU



pc_align LOLA Error Plots 

Plots derived from pc_align showing average elevation offsets in meters for images M1128672317/
M1128679429 (DTM site BOLYAI). A ~20 m offset is present in the southern portion of the AMES DTM. 

Plots derived from pc_align showing average elevation offsets for images M1098658474/
M1098672765 (DTM site POSIDONIUS). Up to a 30 m of offset is visible in the southern portion of the 

AMES DTM. 

AMES ASU AMES ASU



Conclusions 

   
  

  
  
  
  

ASU DTMs 
•  86% qualitatively ranked 5-4, 14% are ranked 1-, 

and 1 is ranked 0
         -  Of these, the 43 DTMs compared for   
quantitative analysis, 97% were ranked 5-4 and 3% 
are ranked 3

•  Average 1 m tilt when compared with LOLA 
using RegisterLOLA tool

 

•  382 DTMs to date, including 36 mosaics 
 
 

AMES DTMs 
•  33% qualitatively ranked 5-4, 41% are ranked 

3-1, and 26% are ranked 0 
      - Of these, the 43 DTMs compared for                             
quantitative analysis, 58% are ranked 5-4 and 
42% are ranked 3

•  Average 18 m tilt when compared with 
LOLA using RegisterLOLA tool 

 

•  Oversampled (DTM pixel scale <= native 
image scale 

 

•  Abundant (1001) available:
       http://lroc.sese.asu.edu/data/ 
 

In terms of absolute uncertainty, the two sets of DTMs are comparable.  



Conclusions 

   
  

  
  
  
  

LROC DTMs 

•  86% qualitatively ranked 5-4, 14% are ranked 
3-1, and 1 is ranked 0

         -  Of these, the 43 DTMs compared for   
quantitative analysis, 97% were ranked 5-4 and 3% 
are ranked 3

•  Average 1 m tilt when compared with LOLA 
using RegisterLOLA tool

 

•  382 DTMs to date, including 33 mosaics 

 
 

AMES DTMs 

•  33% qualitatively ranked 5-4, 41% are ranked 
3-1, and 26% are ranked 0 

      - Of these, the 43 DTMs compared for                             
quantitative analysis, 58% are ranked 5-4 and 
42% are ranked 3

•  Average 18 m tilt when compared with 
LOLA using RegisterLOLA tool 

 

•  Oversampled (DTM pixel scale <= native 
image scale 

 

•  Abundant; 1001 available  
 

In terms of absolute accuracy, the two sets of DTMs are comparable.  

Highland Ponds 
Mosaic (27 NAC DTM 

pairs)
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